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About This Content

Looking for music that's slightly mysterious and puzzling? We've got the perfect pack!

Composed by by Elijah Mills, this music pack is perfect for creating the atmosphere of mystery and enigma any puzzle game
needs. The songs range from amusing ditties to intense mystery, ensuring that there's something for every mood. Shrouded

Wonder Music pack is a small smattering of fun songs you'll love to have.

Music preview on Soundcloud

 This pack contains:

10 BGM tracks suitable for puzzles, mysteries and shocking revelations.

A variety of instruments, melodies and sounds.

.wav, .ogg, and .mp3 formats included.

Royalty free music to use in your commercial and non-commercial RPG/IG Maker projects.
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - Shrouded Wonder Music Pack
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
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Elijah Mills
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English,French,German,Italian
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Picture yourself as a ball around on a thin platform (unfortunately no Monkey in the ball)...avoiding obstacles, making precise
jumps from platform to platform....and cursing at your inability to make the marble move the way you want. Then picture
yourself doing that 100 more times. It's actually quite fun, until it isn't.

Before I get into it: I'd give the game a 4\/10. You'll probably play it once and put it away. But for less than $3, it's not much of
a gamble. And yes, I did beat the game.

Pros:
-The mable mechanic is really intersting. It takes some getting used to, but it is really nice once you have adapted.
-The level variety is pretty interesting, ranging from slow platforming stages, to racing down the strip as fast as you can, to
avoiding obstacles that will push you out of the way.
-Some of the music is good.
-The level designs are interesting, but get a little repetitive.

Cons:
-There is no incentive for anything. The items are pretty useless. You can only use your coins for lives and slightly different
skins. Points...Are just points.
-Because items mean essentially nothing, there are many levels where you say screw it, move forward as fast as possible and
jump until you reach the goal. This is further enhanced with the first bug I list below.
-There are items that seem to serve zero purpose.
-No timer of any kind. This would cause some stress and make me feel like I'm playing a game. Add some speedrunning aspect
or a countdown timer to make it more interesting.
-The first 50 or so levels are varied and somewhat interesting. After 50 you end up seeing previous levels with small differences.
The last 10 levels or so...just a straight line with a bunch of 1 obstacle. Oh..and screw level 82.
-Some of the music stinks.
-Not sure if this is on purpose, but in some of the levels the end of the platforms are not flush, causing a really awkward stall in
flow. For instance, on the ginat ball rails you'll be fine until the end..where you hit the platform and get launched out of bounds.

Bugs:
-Low on lives? No worries, just press start and restart level before you die...no lives lost.
-Music stops looping on certain stages, so you're stuck with the sounds of the level, which is typically one 2-3 second sound that
constantly repeats.
-Some levels have no music.
-Some levels are broken. You'll see messages along the lines of "Lighting needs to reinitialize. <X objects did not appear>"

All in all, give it a try if you want. If you've played games like this...you'll realize right away that it's not the quality of other ball
platformers, but it's alright to waste some time.. This game is hard to review. On the one hand, I can see certain people enjoying
it. The game is reasonably well made, it's a neat concept, and if you like simple point and click puzzle adventure, you might
enjoy this. I didn't enjoy it as much as I expected mainly due to hating some of the characters (not because of the game, but
because I hate those sorts of characters wherever they show up. Pointless romance that makes supposedly smart people brainless
irritates me anywhere). There were some times when the puzzles were simply frustrating and I had to resort to a guide to figure
out what obscure thing I should do, but that's a common failing of puzzle games. Overall, the game is good. If you want a
simple, silly story, this game might be fun for you.. I thought my young kids would enjoy this. They did not. It's very annoying.
They did not have fun. I did not have fun. You will not have fun. Just find a real game. This is not a real game.. One of the best
games i have ever played!. Game never updated. Game broken. What more could you want. Avoid it like the plague.
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Absolutely love it! Downloaded it last night and currently going threough Act 2. A fun game that you can jump in and play for a
few minutes... or can spend hours perfecting the route to take and sequence to take down enemies to get a three star rating.
Simple arcade shooting on the surface, really interesting puzzle game if you want it to be!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=D5OnrAwlTB4. There's so much wrong with this game I'll just say...umm...no!

I suffered through it just to finish the story and....the story isn't even finished...

"To be continued...". It's a great casual game to play with children. I was playing the whole game with 3yo daughter. Finding
stars and puzzle pieces is her favorite part of gameplay. Huge thanks to developers. :). Dobby kicks hermione
Sirius kisses harry
Phoenix trolls dumbledore
and many more funny scenes
fun game to play but have issues like fps drop and game crash. Although I have mixed (but mostly positive) feelings about this
game, it is still a great time to be had! Well, most of the time...

Let's start with the good things first:

  Genuinely scary! The atmosphere created by the fog and all of the forest noises are great, and successfully make you creeped
out! The wolves are a great addition, and so are the bears, as they both keep you interested for when you go 10+ minutes without
finding bigfoot. Speaking of, when you do find Bigfoot himself, it is so great! All you hear are his roars and footsteps, all the
way up until you get punched, or body slammed. Or both! The game excels in all of those aspects.

  It also looks beautiful! With a decent computer, this game just looks so pretty. However, the corpses of the people you find
look really bad compared to everything else in the game, but you only see them for a few seconds.

  The multiplayer is so great! Even with only one friend, this game becomes super fun! Things are always so tense, and every
noise creates a reaction from somebody. And seeing your friends getting body slammed by Bigfoot is something you can't beat!

But, not everything is so great:

  There are constant glitches that take a lot of the fun away, for example the noise glitches. One glitch I've experienced is after I
shoot a bullet, there is a constant buzzing noise that gets very irritating. Bigfoot getting stuck is very annoying as well, and it gets
very boring just stabbing him a couple hundred times and then winning.

  A VERY small nitpick is that you can see through many things if you just simply crouch and walk into it. This is very
avoidable, however, and doesn't change too much about the game play, except make it just that little bit less scary.

Overall, I really like this game! The multiplayer is really the main reason that I play this game, just because it is so good!
Making YouTube videos about this game is a great time both recording and editing. And watching as well, although I am pretty
biased to my own stuff. This game earns itself a SOLID 7.5\/10... it would be an 8 or 9 if the glitches weren't so abundance.
Definitely reccomend this game!
. I wanted to like this game, but keeping up happiness is very, VERY difficult. It's almost to the level of preaching how hard life
is. Perhaps I will re-buy it when that issue is taken care of. But until then, it's not a game I find fun.
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